Appendix #2

KARATU DISTRICT COUNCIL
(All correspondence to be sent to District Executive Director)

Tel: +255 27 2534047
Fax: +255 27 2534300
E-mail: Karatu.council@yahoo.com

P.O. Box 190
Karatu
Arusha

Ref:KDC/DED/C.2/5/VOLIII/101

Date 23 March, 2017

Powering Potential,
P.O. Box
KARATU.

RE: APPRECIATION FOR YOUR CONTINUEING SUPPORT IN IMPLEMENTATION OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

The caption heading above presupposes: for long time you have been supporting the district in implementation of various projects in Water, Agriculture sectors, Education, capacity building and so forth.

These projects have been useful for the District and community at large. All the time we have seen durability, Sustainability and more value for money has been prevailed in these completed projects. As District Council leaders we highly appreciate and acknowledge your breathy effort for lifelong partnership in context of development for our District in the following Wards Endamarariek, Karatu, Qurus, Baray, Mang’ola, Oldeani, Endabash, Buger, Endamaghang, Daa, Mbumbulu, Ganako Kansay and Rhotia, as well as solving challenges/ Problems facing children for the entire community in the District, for sure you have proved that you are among of our superior development stake holders to be respected and bear in our council plan. We bag you and your organization to keep on supporting the development of our people and thus together we will win.

The council promise to work hand by hand with your Organization and offer any needed joint support to allow you accomplish your planned programmes in a very smooth manner.

Thanks indeed.

Coixe Mwakyelu
FOR: DISTRICT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
KARATU